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Abstract
Habitat oss fragmentation and degradation are key threats to the ong term per
sistence of carnivores which are a so susceptib e to direct persecution by peop e
Integrating natura and socia science methods to examine how habitat configura
tion qua ity and human predator re ations may interact in space and time to effect
carnivore popu ations within human dominated andscapes wi he p prioritise con
servation investment and action effective y
We propose a socioeco ogica mode ing framework to eva uate drivers of carni
vore dec ine in andscapes where predators and peop e coexist By co ecting socia
and eco ogica data at the same spatia sca e candidate mode s can be used to
quantify and tease apart the re ative importance of different threats
We app y our methodo ogica framework to an empirica case study the threatened
g i a Leopardus guigna in the temperate forest ecoregion of southern Chi e to i
ustrate its use Existing iterature suggests that the species is dec ining due to habi
tat oss fragmentation and persecution in response to ivestock predation Data
used in mode ing were derived from four seasons of camera trap surveys remote
sensed images and househo d questionnaires
Occupancy dynamics were exp ained by habitat configuration qua ity covariates
rather than by human predator re ations G i as can to erate a high degree of
habitat oss

within a home range They are primari y impacted by fragmen

tation and and subdivision arger farms being divided into sma er ones Ten per
cent of surveyed farmers N

reported i ega y ki ing the species over the

past decade
Synthesis and applications By integrating eco ogica and socia data co ected at the
same spatia sca e within a sing e mode ing framework our study demonstrates
the va ue of an interdiscip inary approach to assessing the potentia threats to a
This is an open access artic e under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License which permits use distribution and reproduction in any medium
provided the origina work is proper y cited
The Authors Journal of Applied Ecology pub ished by John Wi ey Sons Ltd on beha f of British Eco ogica Society
J Appl Ecol. 2018;1–13.
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carnivore It has a owed us to tease apart effective y the re ative importance of dif
ferent potentia extinction pressures for the g i a Leopardus guigna make in
formed conservation recommendations and prioritise where future interventions
shou d be targeted We have identified that human dominated andscapes with
arge intensive farms can be of conservation va ue as ong as an appropriate net
work of habitat patches is maintained within the matrix Conservation efforts to
secure the ong term persistence of the species shou d focus on reducing habitat
fragmentation rather than human persecution
KEYWORDS

camera trapping conservation g i a habitat fragmentation habitat oss human wi d ife
coexistence i ega ki ing kodkod mu tiseason occupancy mode ing randomised response
technique

| INTRODUCTION

dominant issue causing popu ation reduction then arge patches may
need to be protected to ensure ong term surviva whereas a certain

Land use change is one of the greatest threats facing terrestria biodi

configuration of remnant vegetation may be required if fragmentation

versity g oba y Sa a et a

as species persistence is negative y

is the main threat At the same time it is important to understand if

inf uenced by habitat oss fragmentation degradation and iso ation

how and why peop e persecute species if conservationists are to fa

Hen e Lindenmayer Margu es Saunders

ci itate human wi d ife coexistence St John Keane

Wisse

In gen

era species characterised by a ow reproductive rate ow popu a

Mi ner Gu and

However there is a paucity of interdiscip inary research that

tion density arge individua area requirements or a narrow niche are

eva uates exp icit y both eco ogica and socia drivers of species de

more sensitive to habitat oss and fragmentation Fahrig

c ine in a sing e coherent framework across geographic sca es perti

Davies K eyer Margu es

Sette e

Hen e

and therefore have a

higher risk of extinction Purvis Gitt eman Cow ishaw

nent to informing conservation decision making Dickman
From an eco ogica perspective data derived from camera traps

Mace

Consequent y many territoria carnivores are particu ar y vu nerab e

and ana ysed via occupancy mode s are wide y used to study carnivores

to and use change Furthermore the disappearance of such apex

over arge geographic areas Burton et a

predators from ecosystems can have substantia cascading impacts on

Occupancy mode ing offers a f exib e framework that can account for

other species Estes et a

imperfect detection and missing observations making it high y app ica

Ripp e et a

Additiona y in human dominated andscapes mamma popu a

Steenweg et a

b e to e usive mamma s of conservation concern MacKenzie Nicho s

tions are threatened direct y by the behaviour of peop e Ceba os

Hines Knutson

Ehr ich Soberon Sa azar

For instance arger species

Monitoring popu ation dynamics tempora y and identifying the fac

kg are often persecuted because they are considered

tors inked to any dec ine is critica for management Di Fonzo Co en

body mass

Fay

Frank in

Reardon

a pest food source or marketab e commodity Woodroffe Thirgood

Chauvenet

Rabinowitz

occupancy mode s are particu ar y usefu because they examine trends

Carnivores are especia y vu nerab e to persecution

Mace

MacKenzie

For this reason dynamic i e mu tiseason

after ivestock predation attacks on humans or as a resu t of deep

through time and can be used to ascertain the drivers under ying ob

rooted socia norms or cu tura practices Inskip

served changes in occupancy MacKenzie et a

Marchini

Macdona d

Treves

Zimmermann

Karanth

Indirect y

Simi ar y

there are a range of specia ised socia science methods for asking sensi

many mamma s are a so threatened by factors such as the introduction

tive questions that can be used to yie d va uab e information on human

of invasive p ant species which reduce habitat comp exity Rojas et a

behaviour inc uding the i ega ki ing of species Nuno

and domestic pets which can transmit diseases or compete for
resources Hughes

St John

One such examp e is the unmatched count technique which has recent y
been used to examine the spatia distribution of hunting and its prox

Macdona d

To ensure the ong term future of carnivore popu ations within
human dominated andscapes outside protected areas it is imperative

imity to Serengeti Nationa Park Tanzania Nuno Bunnefe d Naiman
Mi ner Gu and

and bird hunting in Portuga Fairbrass Nuno

that we identify potentia eco ogica and socia drivers of species de

Bunnefe d

c ine and assess their re ative importance Redpath et a

response technique RRT previous y used to estimate the preva ence

For

Mi ner Gu and

Another method is the randomised

examp e it is essentia to disentang e the impacts of habitat oss and

of predator persecution in South Africa St John et a

fragmentation on a species as the interventions required to a eviate

poisoning in Namibia Santange i Arkumarev Rust

the pressures associated with the two processes are ike y to be differ
ent Fahrig

Fischer

Lindenmayer

If habitat oss is the

and vu ture
Girarde o

In this paper we propose an integrated socioeco ogica mode
ing framework that draws together these natura and socia science
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methods to examine how habitat configuration qua ity and human
predator re ations Poo ey et a

|

(1) Predator ecology and identification of drivers of decline

may interact in space and time

to effect carnivore popu ations across a human dominated andscape
An important aspect of the approach is that the socia and eco ogica
data are co ected at a matched spatia sca e a owing different poten
tia drivers of dec ine to be contrasted and eva uated We showcase the

(2) Candidate models to evaluate the human-predator system in
a multiseason occupancy modelling framework

approach using the g i a Leopardus guigna a fe id isted as Vu nerab e
on the Internationa Union for Conservation of Nature IUCN Red List

(3) Field surveys in sample units where humans and
predators co-occur in space and time

as a case study species Specifica y we use data derived from mu ti
season camera trap surveys remote sensed images and a househo d
questionnaire which uses RRT to estimate preva ence and predictors
of i ega ki ing The outputs from our framework provide a robust evi
dence base to direct future conservation investment and efforts

| MATERIALS AND METHODS
Human-predator
relations data

| Integrated socioeco ogica framework
Our proposed framework comprises four stages Figure

The first

Landscape configuration
and habitat quality data
Predator detection data

step is to gather information on the eco ogy of the species and ike y
drivers of dec ine inc uding habitat configuration qua ity issues e g
habitat oss habitat fragmentation and presence absence of habitat

(4)

requirements and human predator re ations e g species encounter

Model selection
and inference

Other evidence not
included in models

frequency and ivestock predation experiences that require eva ua
tion The best avai ab e information can be acquired from sources such
as peer reviewed and grey iterature experts and IUCN Red List assess

Evaluation of evidence: Tease apar t the relative impor tance
of different threats to a predator over a large landscape. Make
informed recommendations as to the type of conservation efforts, conflict mitigation strategies and further research that
should be prioritised for the human-predator system

ments The next task step two is to define a suite of candidate mode s
a priori to assess and quantify the potentia socia and eco ogica pre
dictors on species occupancy dynamics Dynamic occupancy mode s
estimate parameters of change across a andscape inc uding the prob
abi ity of a samp e unit SU becoming occupied oca co onisation or
unoccupied oca extinction over time MacKenzie et a
The third step invo ves the co ection of eco ogica and socia data

FIGURE
Integrated socioeco ogica mode ing framework to
assess drivers of carnivore dec ine in a human dominated andscape

in SUs distributed across the andscape to parametise the mode s
Camera trap survey effort a ocation i e the number of SUs that need

Chusquea spp

to be surveyed for occupancy estimation can be determined a priori

but is a so known to occupy remnant forest patches within agricu

using free y avai ab e too s G vez Gui era Arroita Morgan

tura areas Acosta Jamett

Davies

The fina stage is the eva uation of evidence using standard
mode se ection methods Burnham

Anderson

to estab ish

G vez et a
et a

Dunstone et a

Nowe

Simonetti

Sanderson Sunquist

Jackson

F eschutz et a
Iriarte

Sch tt er

G i as are considered pests by some peop e as they can

which of the socia and eco ogica variab es within the candidate mod

predate chickens and whi e the extent of persecution has not been

e s are indeed important predictors of occupancy and to contrast their

forma y assessed ki ings have been reported G vez et a

re ative importance Resu ts from the mode s can be contextua ised

Sanderson et a

with additiona supporting evidence not embedded in the mode s to

enters a chicken coop G vez

inform where conservation action shou d be directed For instance

utes the species makes an idea case study to exp ore how habitat

during questionnaire de ivery va uab e qua itative data may be re

configuration qua ity and human predator re ations may interact in

corded that provides in depth insights re ated to the human predator

space and time to inf uence the popu ation dynamics of a threatened

system e g Inskip Fahad Tu y Roberts

carnivore existing in a human dominated andscape

MacMi an

Ki ing predominate y occurs when the fe id
Bonacic

Due to these attrib

The study was conducted in the Araucan a region in southern Chi e
Figure

| Study species and system

at the northern imit of the South American temperate for

est ecoregion

S

W Armesto Rozzi Smith Ram rez

The g i a is the sma est neotropica fe id

kg Napo itano G vez

Arroyo

Bennett Acosta Jamett

It is thought to require

tions common throughout Southern Chi e the Andes mountain range

forest habitat with dense understorey and the presence of bamboo

and centra va ey Land use in the atter is primari y intensive agricu ture

Sanderson

The system comprises two distinct geographica sec

|
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e g cerea s ivestock and fruit trees and urban sett ements whereas
farm and in the Andes occurring

mas

is ess intensive y used

trap might inf uence species activity Acosta Jamett

Simonetti

We co ected data on a number of variab es within a

m ra

and surrounded by tracks of continuous forest on steep s opes and

dius around each camera trap Tab e S

protected areas

area over which oca ised conditions may inf uence species detectabi

mas

The natura vegetation across the study

as this is deemed to be the

andscape consists of deciduous and evergreen Nothofagus forest

ity The habitat qua ity data from both camera traps in each SU were

Luebert

poo ed and the median was used if va ues differed

P iscoff

which remains as a patchy mosaic in agri

cu tura va eys and as continuous tracts at higher e evations within the
mountains Miranda A tamirano Cayue a Pincheira

Lara

| Human predator re ations data
Between May and September

| Data co ection

the questionnaire Appendix S

was administered face to face by NG who is Chi ean and had no previ
ous interaction with respondents A SUs contained residentia prop

| Predator detection non detection data

erties and one or two househo ds c osest to the camera trap ocations

We obtained predator detection non detection data via a camera
trap survey Potentia SUs were defined by aying a grid of

km

2

were surveyed mean number of househo ds per km2 across the study
andscape

range

from INE

For each househo d

across the study region representing a gradient of forest habitat

the fami y member deemed to be most know edgeab e with respect

fragmentation due to agricu tura use and human sett ement be ow

to farm management and decision making was surveyed The ques

m a s The size of the SUs was informed by mean observed g i a

tionnaire gathered data on sociodemographic economic background

home range size estimates of co ared individua s in the study area

g i a encounters ivestock ownership frequency of ivestock preda

MCP

mean

ha Sch tt er et a

tion by g i as and ownership of dogs on the and parce To measure

In this study system detectabi ity was mode ed based on the
assumption that a

day survey b ock is a separate independent

to erance to ivestock predation participants were asked how they
wou d respond to different scenarios of ivestock oss morta ity of

samp ing occasion This time thresho d was chosen because initia

anima s with one possib e option exp icit y stating

observations of co ared individua s indicated that they did not stay

that they wou d ki g i a These data were a so used as predictors of

onger than this time in any sing e ocation E Sch tt er et a unpub

ki ing behaviour in the RRT ana ysis see be ow The questionnaire

ished data Minimum survey effort requirements i e number of SUs

was pi oted with

and samp ing occasions were determined fo owing Gui era Arroita

feedback was used to improve the wording order and time sca e of

Ridout and Morgan

predation and encounter questions

using species specific parameter va ues

from G vez et a

and a target statistica precision in occupancy

estimation of SE

A tota of

from the grid of

ce s with

SUs were se ected at random
and

SUs ocated in the centra

va ey and Andes mountain va ey respective y Figure
va eys were surveyed for four seasons summer
spring

and summer

The Andean
summer

whi e the centra va ey was surveyed

for the atter three seasons A tota of four rotations i e b ocks of
camera traps were used to survey a SUs within a

Two camera traps Bushne
sitioned

trophy cam

samp ing occasions per SU
were used per SU po

m apart with a minimum distance

The potentia occupancy mode predictors Tab es
Appendix S

and S

were ca cu ated per SU Where questionnaire responses

differed within a SU e g one househo d report predation and the
other did not the presence of the event e g predation was used as
a covariate for that particu ar SU For a quantitative measures and
when both respondents report the event e g frequency of predation
median va ues were used

day period

each season Detection non detection data were thus co ected for
days per SU resu ting in

oca househo ders iving outside the SUs their

km between

| I ega ki ing preva ence across the andscape
other evidence
As it is i ega to ki g i as in Chi e Law
St John

Ministry of Agricu ture

camera traps in adjacent SUs The detection histories of both camera

RRT Nuno

was used to ask this sensitive question as

traps in a SU were poo ed and camera trap ma functions or thefts

part of the questionnaire Appendix S

five in tota were treated as missing observations

for asking sensitive questions requires a arge samp e size for precise

Since RRT ike other methods

estimation of behaviour preva ence Nuno

St John

we poo ed

RRT data from a participants to estimate the preva ence of i ega g i a

| Habitat configuration qua ity data

ki ing across the andscape over the past decade We exp ored predic

The extent of habitat oss and fragmentation were eva uated using
eco ogica y meaningfu metrics which have been reported in the iter
ature as being re evant to g i as using either fie d or remote sensed

tors that might exp ain this human behaviour St John et a
Randomised response technique data were bootstrapped
times to obtain a

confidence interva We tested seven non

andcover data Tab e

Appendix S and Tab e S

The metrics were

corre ated predictors of i ega g i a ki ing age income frequency of

measured within a

ha circu ar buffer centred on the mid point

g i a encounters number of chickens owned a continuous variab es

between both cameras in each SU using FRAGSTATS
Cushman Nee

Ene

McGariga

Habitat qua ity surrounding a camera

standardised to z scores economic dependency on their and parce
no dependency

partia dependency

comp ete dependency
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|

FIGURE
Distribution of andcover c asses and protected areas across the study andscape in southern Chi e inc uding the forest habitat of
our case study species the g i a Leopardus guigna The two zones within which the
samp e units SU km2 were ocated are indicated
SUs in the centra va ey eft squares and
within the Andes right squares I ustrative examp es of the variation in habitat configuration
within SUs across the human domination gradient are provided bottom of image

know edge of the g i a s ega protection status
do not know

hunting prohibited

hunting permitted and intention to ki a g i a

under a hypothetica predation scenario

do nothing

manage

g i a

R

version

R Core

ki g i a Appendix S

Team

We used

to run the RR og function of the package RRreg version
Heck

Moshagen

to conduct a mu tivariate ogistic regres

sion using the mode for forced response RRT data We fitted a ogistic

on simi arity between points Dormann et a
band distance of

We used a fixed

km from the mid point of camera traps equating to

an area three times arger than a g i a home range
We fitted mode s of occupancy dynamics MacKenzie et a
using PRESENCE which obtains maximum ike ihood esti
mates via numerica optimisation Hines
of initia occupancy ψ co onisation γ

The probabi ities

oca extinction ε and de

regression mode with the potentia predictors of ki ing behaviour and

tection sites p were used as mode parameters We conducted a

eva uated their significance with ike ihood ratio tests LRT ∆G2 Odds

pre iminary investigation to assess whether a base mode structure

ratios and their confidence va ues are presented for mode covariates

with Markovian dependence was more appropriate for describing
seasona dynamics rather than assuming no occupancy changes

| Integrated socioeco ogica mode ing

occur or that changes happen at random MacKenzie et a
Once the best mode structure had been determined we then fit

First we eva uated the existence of spatia autocorre ation with de

ted mode s with habitat configuration qua ity and human predator

tection non detection data for each SU using Moran s I index based

predictors

|
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TABLE
Habitat configuration qua ity and human re ation
predictors eva uated when mode ing initia occupancy ψ1
co onisation γ extinction ε and detection p probabi ity
parameters of mu tiseason camera trap g i a Leopardus guigna
surveys Further detai s can be found in Appendix S S and
Tab e S
Parameter

next step in a forward manner e g K ry Gui era Arroita
Monfort

Anderson

we kept mode s with on y one predictor per parameter with
the exception of one mode which eva uated the additive effect of
shrub and forest cover shrub is a margina habitat for the study
species Dunstone et a

Abbreviation
in models

Predictor

To prevent over fitting Burnham

Lahoz

Habitat configuration

A set of detection mode s was fitted using the best base structure
Subsequent y we eva uated mode s that inc uded habitat configu
ration qua ity and human predator re ations data to test its effect

ψ1 ε γ

Percentage of forest cover habitata

Forest

ψ1 ε γ

Percentage of shrub cover margina
habitat

Shrub

ψ1 ε γ

Number of forest patches

PatchNo

components We fitted a predictors for extinction However we

ψ1 ε γ

Shape index forest patches

PatchShape

assume that co onisation between seasons is primari y inf uenced

ψ1 ε γ

Forest patch size areab

PatchAreaW

by habitat configuration qua ity variab es rather than human pred

ψ1 ε γ

Forest patch continuityb

Gyration

ator re ations To exp ore the candidate mode space we worked on

ψ1 ε γ

Edge ength of forest and cover c ass

Edge

the structure for extinction probabi ity fo owed by co onisation and

ψ1 ε γ

Landscape shape index of forest

LSI

then repeated the process vice versa K ry et a

ψ1 ε γ

Patch cohesion

COH

or nu mode was inc uded in a candidate mode sets Mode s with

c

b

on initia occupancy ψ1 whi e keeping co onisation and extinction
specific The best initia occupancy and detection mode s were then
used to add further comp exity to the co onisation and extinction

A constant

convergence prob ems or imp ausib e parameter estimates i e very

Human–predator relation

arge estimates and SEs were e iminated from each set

ψ1 ε

Land subdivision

Subdivision

ψ1 ε

Intent to ki hypothetica scenario
questions

Intent

ψ1 ε

Predation

Predation

ψ1 ε

Frequency of predation

FQPredation

ψ1 ε p

Frequency of encounterd

FQEncounter

ψ1 ε

Number of dogs

Dogs

Goodness of fit was eva uated by bootstrapping
MacKenzie

Bai ey

in the

R

iterations

package AICcmodavg This test

provides a mode fit statistic based on consideration of the data from
a seasons at once p G oba as we as separate statistics for each
season We used the predict function in R package unmarked Fiske
Chand er

to produce p ots of estimated re ationships with the

predictors and derive estimates of occupancy for each of the seasons

Habitat quality

A

aspects of this project were approved by the Schoo of

p

Bamboo density Chusquea spp

Bamboo

Anthropo ogy and Conservation Research and Research Ethics

p

Density of understorey

Understorey

Committee University of Kent as we

p

Samp e Unit rotation b ock

Rotation

Committee of the Pontificia Universidad Cat ica de Chi e

p

Intensity of ivestock activity

Livestock

p

Intensity of ogging activity

Logging

p

Water avai abi ity

Water

| RESULTS

Poo s together a forest types o d growth secondary growth and wet and
forest
b
Predictor exc uded due to co inearity with percentage of forest cover
Pearson s r
c
Predictor exc uded due to co inearity with number of forest patches
Pearson s r
d
Predictor a so fitted with detection probabi ity

| Habitat configuration qua ity data

a

A tota of

potentia mode predictors were tested for co in

earity and in instances where variab es were corre ated Pearson s
Spearman s r

we retained the covariate that conferred greater

eco ogica socia meaning and ease of interpretation Tab e
Tab e S

as the Vi arrica Campus

and

Across the andscape variation in the degree of habitat oss and frag
mentation was substantia Forest cover in SUs ranged from
M
tern range

M

SD

patches per SU varied between

and

patch shape was diverse index range from
to

regu ar forms M = 3.13; SD

tive y high ength of edge c.
as

to

and shrub cover fo owed a simi ar pat

SD

The number of habitat
M

SD

and

high y irregu ar forms
Some SUs inc uded a re a

m whereas others had as itt e

m

A continuous variab es except percentages were stan

dardised to z scores We approached mode se ection by increasing
mode comp exity gradua y fitting predictors for each mode pa
rameter separate y and assessing mode performance using Akaike s
information criterion AIC Mode s that were within

∆AIC were

considered to have substantia support Burnham

Anderson

and thus these predictors were se ected and used in the

| Human predator re ations data and i ega
ki ing preva ence across the andscape
A tota of

respondents comp eted the questionnaire of which

were women and
was

men The median age of respondents

years interquarti e range

Participants had ived in

Journal of Applied Ecology
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TABLE
The re ationship between
i ega ki ing of g i a Leopardus guigna and
potentia predictors of the behaviour
Reported coefficients SEs odds ratios and
their
confidence interva s were
derived from a mu tivariate ogistic
regression which incorporates the known
probabi ities of the forced RRT responses
Significance was accepted at the
eve

Odds ratio
Coefficient

SE

Odds ratio

p

Intercept

to

Age

a so varied wide y range

Upper CI

.38

Income

0.00

Land parce dependency

0.02

0.83

Number of chicken
ho dings

0.71

Know edge of ega
protection

0.77

years median

ha in size median

Lower CI
0.00

12.02

0.20

0.83

0.21

.78

which varied from

Land subdivision within SUs
properties M

SD

3.38
7.37

Frequency of encounter

their properties for

|

0.87

| Integrated socioeco ogica mu tiseason
occupancy mode ing

Respondents on average received a month y income equiva

Our pre iminary eva uation indicated that a Markovian dependence

ent to US

mode structure was an appropriate description of the data This de

and had comp eted

SD

years of forma

pendence imp ies that g i a presence at a given site in a particu ar

schoo ing
Encounters with g i as were rare Near y ha f of the respondents
reported seeing a g i a during their ifetime However

n

on average the sighting occurred
centage dropped to

and

years ago SD
during the ast

frame of the camera trap survey and

This per
within the time

years time period for the

season is dependent on whether that site was occupied in the previ
ous season Tab e

Mode

was chosen as the base structure for

the mode ing procedure because

it is supported by AIC and

its parameterisation using extinction and co onisation i e not derived
parameters a owed the ro e of different potentia predictors to be

RRT question respective y Predation events were a so uncommon

tested on these popu ation processes A so etting extinction and co

On y

onisation be season specific accommodated for unequa time interva s

of respondents n

attributed a ivestock predation

event in their ifetime to a g i a with just

stating that this

n

between samp ing seasons
Mode se ection for detection mode s

had occurred in the past decade Of the g i a predation events over
the past decade n

When presented with scenario sty e questions concerning hypo
thetica ivestock predation by a g i a

of respondents

n

Tab e

revea ed

a positive re ationship with understorey vegetation cover β1

were recorded in Andean SUs

Figure b There was no evidence of an effect associated

SE

with the rotationa camera trap survey design and none of the other

stated that they wou d ki the fe id if two chickens were ost rising

predictors were substantiated Forest cover best exp ained initia oc

to

cupancy mode s

if

n

that

chickens were attacked Using RRT we found

of respondents admitted to having ki ed a g i a in the ast

years SE

CI

The ike ihood of a respondent

Tab e

with initia occupancy being higher

in sites with ess forest cover a though the estimated re ationship was
weak β1

Figure a Adding shrub cover on y

SE

admitting to ki ing g i a increased significant y with encounter fre

improved mode fit margina y Fragmentation metrics and and subdi

quency β

vision were not supported as good predictors

LRT ∆G2

SE

those reporting

p=

the highest eve of encounter rate were

Mode se ection for extinction and co onisation mode s

times more ike y to have

ki ed the species compared to those not encountering g i a Tab e

and

Data from the scenario based question on predation were exc uded

order in which parameters were considered Extinction rather than

Tab e

ref ected the same trends irrespective of the

from the mode due to a high β and associated standard error

co onisation yie ded predictors that improved mode fit compared
to the nu mode Where predictors were fitted first on co onisation
mode s

| Detection non detection data
A tota of

camera trap days returned

with a g i a detection season
season

none of the mode s tested improved fit substantia y

compared to the nu mode This indicated that of the avai ab e pre
samp ing occasions

season

human predator predictors were not supported as drivers of either

season

The na ve occupancy i e proportion of sites with de

tection was simi ar across a four seasons

and

between the centra va ey and Andean SUs both areas

dictors co onisation was on y exp ained by seasona differences The

There

initia occupancy or extinction probabi ity except for and subdivision
Tab e
We fitted a fina mode mode

Tab e

with number of patches

was no evidence of spatia autocorre ation among SUs during any sur

and and subdivision which were identified as important predictors in the

vey season season

two top competing extinction mode s mode s

α

season

Moran s I =
I=

α

season

α
season

I=

α

I=

and

This mode

was we supported A goodness of fit test suggested ack of fit based

|
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TABLE
Seasona occupancy dynamics mode s fo owing MacKenzie et a
app ied to the gui a Leopardus güigna to define the base
mode structure for the subsequent mode se ection procedure to eva uate potentia habitat configuration qua ity and human predator
predictors Fitted probabi ity parameters are occupancy ψ co onisation γ extinction ε and detection p Mode s assess whether changes in
occupancy do not occur mode
occur at random mode s
or fo ow a Markov Chain process i e site occupancy status in a season
is dependent on the previous season mode s
Initia occupancy ψ1 refers to occupancy in the first of four seasons over which
the g i a was surveyed Mode se ection procedure is based on Akaike s Information Criterion AIC ∆AIC is the difference in AIC benchmarked
against the best mode wi is the mode weight K the number of parameters and
og ike is the va ue of the og ike ihood at its maximum
The se ected mode is high ighted in bo d
Mode

Seasona dynamic mode s

1.0

ψ
ψ1

ε season γ season p season

1.2

ψ1

ε

γ

p season

1.3

ψ1

ε

γ

p

ψ1

γ

ε

γ

ψ ψ p season

ε= γ

γ season ε

ψ

γ=ε

11
1.88

0.173

7

0.000

γ p season

0.000

8

0.000

but inspection of survey specific re

su ts show no such evidence p

og ike

K

0.00

p season

on the g oba metric p g oba

apart from season

p=

data we found that the re ative y arge statistic

va ue appeared to be driven by just a few sites with un ike y capture
histories i e

wi

γ p season

ψ1

Inspecting the season

∆AIC

detections Given this and the fact that data from

deforestation rates have been ow Miranda et a

Indeed the

findings high ight that intensive agricu tura andscapes are very re e
vant for g i a conservation and shou d not be dismissed as unsuitab e
Spatia y the occupancy dynamics of this carnivore appear to be
affected by fragmentation and human pressure through and subdivi

the other seasons do not show ack of fit we deem that the fina mode

sion Ensuring that remnant habitat patches are retained in the and

exp ains the data appropriate y The mode predicts that SU extinction

scape and and subdivision is reduced so that existing bigger farms are

probabi ity becomes high
patches and more than
and β1

when there are ess than
and subdivisions β1

habitat
SE

respective y Figure c d Occupancy esti

SE

mates were high across seasons with derived seasona estimates of
SE

SE

SE

and

preserved cou d u timate y safeguard the ong term surviva of this
threatened species This shou d be the focus of conservation efforts
rather than just increasing the extent of habitat Our findings further
suggest that these remnant patches may p ay a key ro e in supporting
the g i a in areas where there has been substantia habitat oss and

SE

perhaps might even offset oca extinctions associated with habitat
cover Fahrig

| DISCUSSION

A and sharing scheme within agricu tura areas of

the andscape cou d prove to be a high y effective conservation strat
egy Pha an Onia Ba mford

The integrated socioeco ogica mode ing framework we present

Green

considering that these

farms are current y not setting aside and but are of high va ue to the

here provides important insights into how habitat configuration

species The resu ts a so high ight that farmers with arge properties

qua ity and human predator re ations may interact in space and time

are key stakeho ders in the conservation of this species and must be

to effect carnivore popu ations existing across a human dominated

at the centre of any conservation interventions that aim to protect

andscape We were ab e to disentang e the re ative impact of a

existing native forest vegetation within farm and

range of threats that have been high ighted previous y in the itera
ture as potentia drivers of dec ine for our case study species the
g i a

Fo owing farming trends g oba y arger properties in the agricu
tura areas of southern Chi e are genera y associated with high intensity
production whereas sma er farms are main y subsistence based sys

The g i a is an e usive forest specia ist As such one might predict

tems Carmona Nahue hua Echeverr a

B ez

It is therefore

that the species wou d be high y susceptib e to both habitat oss and

interesting but perhaps counterintuitive that we found occupancy to

fragmentation Ewers

be higher ower oca extinction where there is ess and subdivision

Didham

Hen e Davies et a

Whi e the re ationship between occupancy and higher eve s of forest

However a greater number of sma farms are associated with higher

cover Figure a suggests that g i as are ike y to occupy areas with

human density which may resu t in increased persecution by humans

a arge spatia extent of avai ab e habitat our resu ts a so indicate that

Woodroffe

the species can to erate extensive habitat oss The effects of habitat

ura resources due to more househo ds being present in the and

A so higher subdivision imposes pressure on nat

oss cou d be confounded by time and it is possib e that we are not

scape e g Liu Dai y Ehr ich

yet observing the impacts of this eco ogica process Ewers

to reduce the qua ity of remaining habitat patches as a resu t of fre

Didham

However this is un ike y to be the case in this andscape as
over

of the origina forest cover was ost by

and since then

Luck

which has been shown

quent timber extraction ivestock grazing Carmona et a

and

competition interference by domestic anima s and pets Sep veda
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TABLE
Mu tiseason mode s of initia occupancy ψ1 extinction ε co onisation γ and detection p probabi ity with potentia habitat
configuration qua ity and human predator predictors for the g i a Leopardus guigna Predictors were eva uated with a base mode of seasona
dynamics ψ1 ε season γ season p season using a step forward mode se ection procedure and Akaike s information criterion AIC Initia
occupancy ψ1 refers to occupancy in the first of four seasons over which the g i a was surveyed with occupancy dynamics fo owing a
Markov Chain process ∆AIC is the difference in AIC benchmarked against the best mode wi is the mode weight K the number of parameters
and
og ike is the va ue of the og ike ihood at its maximum The se ected mode s for each parameter are high ighted in bo d and used in
the next step ε was fitted first fo owed by γ then vice versa
Mode

Fitted parameter

∆AIC

wi

K

og ike

Detection/fitted with ψ1(.), ε(season), γ(season)
p season Understorey
2.1

12

p season Bamboo

0.0001

12

Initial occupancy/fitted with ε(season), γ(season), p(season+Understorey)
ψ1 Forest
3.1

13

ψ1 Forest Shrub
ψ1 PatchNo

13

ψ1

12

ψ1 Subdivision
3.7

ψ1 Dogs

13
7.00

13

Extinction first/fitted with ψ1(Forest), p(season+Understorey)
ε season PatchNo γ season

14

ε season Subdivision γ season

14

ε season PatchShape γ season
ε season Predation γ season
ε season γ season

0.0322

13

ε season FQencounter γ season
ε season FQPredation γ season
Colonisation second/fitted with ψ1(Forest), p(season+Understorey) and 4.0/4.1 for ε
ε season PatchNo γ season

14

ε season Subdivision γ season

14

ε season Subdivision
γ season PatchShape
ε season PatchNo
γ season PatchShape
ε season Subdivision
γ season PatchNo

0.0831

ε season PatchNo γ season Edge
ε season PatchNo γ season Forest
ε season Subdivision
γ season Edge
ε season Subdivision
γ season Forest

2.20

ε season Subdivision
γ season Forest Shrub
ε season PatchNo
γ season Forest Shrub
ε season γ season

0.0310
13

Colonisation first/fitted with ψ1(Forest), p(season+Understorey)
ε season γ season

13

ε season γ season PatchShape
ε season γ season PatchNo
Continues

|
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Continued

Mode

Fitted parameter

∆AIC

wi

K

og ike

ε season γ season Edge
ε season γ season Forest
ε season γ season Forest Shrub
Extinction second/fitted with ψ1(Forest), p(season+Understorey) γ(season)
ε season PatchNo Subdivision
γ season

15

ε season PatchNo γ season
ε season Subdivision γ season
ε season PatchShape γ season
ε season Predation γ season
ε season γ season

10.01

13

ε season FQEncounters γ season
ε season FQPredation γ season

Singer Si va Rodr guez Stowhas

Pe ican

0.0022

Native vegetation

to a minimum p ot size of

ha Furthermore it is a common prac

in non productive areas inc uding ravines or undrainab e soi s with a

tice for se ers and buyers to comp ete y e iminate a understorey

high water tab e is norma y spared within agricu tura areas Miranda

vegetation from such p ots C Rios persona communication which

et a

as demonstrated by detection being higher in dense understorey is

and these patches of remnant forest cou d provide ad

equate refuge food resources and suitab e conditions for carnivore

a key component of habitat qua ity The fact that farmers subdivide

reproduction e g Schadt et a

their and for economic profit driven by demand for residentia prop

However it is possib e that

areas with high and subdivision and a arge number of patches cou d

erties is a very comp ex and difficu t issue for future andscape eve

be acting as eco ogica traps if source sink dynamics are operating in

conservation

the andscape Robertson

Hutto

Additiona y another fac

tor driving the subdivision of and and degradation of remnant forest

A though previous studies have suggested that human persecu
tion may be a factor contributing to the dec ine of the g i a Nowe

patches across agricu tura areas is the growing demand for residentia
properties Petitpas Ibarra Miranda

Bonacic

This is faci i

1.0

(b)

0.4
0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0

20
40
60
80
Forest habitat (% cover)

100

(d)

23

37

46

0.6

0.6

ε

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.4

ε

27

53
79
104 130
Number of forest patches

156

7

25
50
75
100
Understory density (% cover)

0.8

0.8

1.0

32

<5

1.0

0

(c)

habitat configuration in the andscape A though the species occupies

0.6

0.6

p

0.4

ψ

i ega ki ing in the study

0.8

0.8

(a)

Sanderson et a

1.0

tated by Chi ean aw which permits agricu tura and to be subdivided

Jackson

region appears ow and much ess of a threat to the species than the

41

116
190
265
Number of land subdivisions

FIGURE
Predicted effects of forest
cover understorey density number of
habitat patches and and subdivision on
mu tiseason occupancy mode parameters
for the g i a Leopardus guigna These
resu ts correspond to the fina se ected
mode ψ1 Forest p season Understorey
ε season PatchNo Subdivision γ season
Grey ines de imit
confidence interva s
The tick marks a ong the x axis in a c
and d indicate the under ying distribution
of the continuous data For b the sma
numbers above the x axis show the
number of sites in each percentage cover
c ass eva uated
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a arge proportion of the andscape across seasons peop e report that

support a ong with funding provided to D W M from the Robertson

they rare y encounter the carnivore or suffer pou try predation The

Foundation and Recanati Kap an Foundation E S from the Marie

g i a s e usive behaviour is reinforced by our ow camera trap detec

Curie Fe owship Program POIF GA

tion probabi ity p

the Austra ian Research Counci Discovery Ear y Career Research

over

nights One in

respondents

and G G A from

admitted to ki ing a g i a over the ast decade One potentia draw

Award program DE

back of RRT is that it is impossib e to know if peop e are fo owing

ate scho arship from the Chi ean Nationa Commission for Scientific

the instructions Lensve t Mu ders

and Techno ogica Research CONICYT Becas Chi e

Boeije

However we de

N G was supported by a postgradu

p oyed a symmetrica RRT design both yes and no were assigned
as prescribed answers which increases the extent to which peop e
fo ow the instructions Ostapczuk

Musch

Moreover the

AUT HO R S CO NT R IBUT IO NS

proportion of yes answers in the data exceeded the probabi ity of

A authors conceived ideas and designed methodo ogy N G co ected

being forced to say yes which in this study was

and processed data N G and Z G D ed the writing of the manu

indicating

that respondents were reporting i ega behaviour From our data it

script A authors contributed critica y to drafts and have given their

wou d be difficu t to determine whether this preva ence of i ega ki

approva for pub ication

ing has a detrimenta impact on the popu ation size of the species
However with our framework we cou d in the future eva uate spatia
ayers of information such as the probabi ity of i ega ki ing based on
the distribution of encounters with the g i a and andscape attributes
that increase extinction probabi ity e g and subdivision and reduced
habitat patches in order to be spatia y exp icit about where to focus

DATA ACCESSIBILIT Y
Data avai ab e from the Dryad Digita
org

Repository https

doi

dryad qt jq G vez et a

conservation and research efforts e g Santange i et a
Our resu ts demonstrate the benefits of integrating socioeco ogi
ca data into a sing e mode ing framework to gain a more systematic
understanding of the drivers of carnivore dec ine The framework

O RCID
Nicolás Gálvez

http orcid org

teased apart the re ative importance of different threats providing
a va uab e evidence base for making informed conservation recom
mendations and prioritising where future interventions shou d be
targeted for the case study species Prior to app ying our framework
conservationists be ieved that human persecution was instrumen
ta in determining g i a occupancy patterns in human dominated
andscapes However our combined socioeco ogica approach high
ighted that habitat configuration qua ity characteristics are the
primary determinants main y due to the widespread presence of
the species across the andscape and ack of interaction with rura
homes The re ative importance of and ba ance between socia and
eco ogica factors may differ according to the species of conservation
concern Whi e our framework might not be to reso ve conf ict it
can he p guide potentia stakeho der controversies Redpath et a
by improving our understanding of how carnivores in
teract with humans in space and time Poo ey et a

A number

of sma to medium carnivores in need of research and conservation
guidance Brooke Bie by Nambiar

Carbone

cou d benefit

from our framework
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